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_____________ Alert!

Copenhagen Tango Festival

Saturday 11 May 2013

Do give us a hand! Take your empty bottle, used glas and
other stuff with you out, when you are done with it. And
if you are still on your feet when the milonga ends, please
help us to help yourself to a nice, fresh and beautifull venue.

No. 4

Tango off the floor

Who’s little
shoe are you?
Guess a guy - and his
shoe. Find the answer
on the back of the
newsletter.

A

Valeri, Denmark

B

Wolfgang, Germany

C

Lars, Norway
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Tango is much more than what happens on the
dance floor during the festival. Selling shoes,
dresses, trousers - and foot massages! A marked
place is growing around the afternoon milonga
and ‘almost’ all needs can be satisfied - it seems.
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n Festival Info Desk is open from 11.45 until 18 at Kulturhus Indre By
n Get TangoMap with info about program, citymap, local cafe discounts
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TONIGHTS DJ:

Tomasso Paris

FESTIVAL NEWS 2013

Tango marked

How shoe do you get?

Wipped cream tango?

Where to tango
after Copenhagen?
The world is full of tango - find
your next festival at the flyer
table

TOMORROW’S DJ:
Afternoon and evening:

Guieseppe Paris

Tango assecories is part of the joy of dancing - looking good and nice
and taking care of your feet.

The midnight show

THE TANGO QUOTE

Cecilia and
Diego

A tango moment - Danish sculpture Ole Bunton - him self a tango dancer - tries
to catch the intensity in the dance and hold it for a while and still keeping the
dance alive and vibrant. See the sculptures at the afternoon milonga.
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The festival is
organized by The
Tango Association. All work is
voluntary and we
are a non profit festival. Any
surplus will go
into next year’s
festival.
We spread information on tango
– the dance as
well as the music.
Everyone is
welcome to take
part in the event,
since this is a
great chance for
us to share our
passion for tango
and reach new
potential members.

Tango
is about
feeling
and sensitivity,
otherwise
you are just doing
gymnastics. You can
do all the steps but
it has to have the feeling and sensitivity
of authentic tango.
Miguel Zotto

